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ON THE DYNAMIC FORCING OF SHORT-TERM CLIMATE FLUCIUATIONS BY FEEDBACK MECHANISMS
by
Elmar R. Reiter
Atmospheric Science Department
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Fort Collins, Colorado
ABSTRACT
The energies involved in the general circulation of the atmosphere, especially the zonal available
potential energy, show con iderable interannual variability, suggesting the presence of various internal feed-
back mechanisms in the ocean-atmospnere system. The presence or absence of ;tratcspheric warming events and of
tropospheric blocking ridges ha , a profound effect on winter weather in the northern hemisphere. An interannual
as well as a long-term variability of the hydrological cycle, largely ignored in present climate researrh, can
affect the general circulation especially through the generation of available potential energy. Such variations
in the hydrological cycle become appare ,rt in the variability of northern hemisphere continental precipitation.
Effects also have to be suspected in the stor ,4 . • of precipitable water in the troposphere and in the evaporation
rate from the ocean which, in turn, is influenced by the general circulatio.i. 	 Sea-surface temperature (SST)
variations appe;.r to have some effect on the hydrological cycle.
These SST variations, appearing as large-scale and long lasting anomalies, can have a variety of causes,
such as local anomalies in wind stress and advection within the large-scale oceanic current systems. Thes-
ocean currents appear to undergo interannual variations as we l l as long-term trends. The possible existence of
feedback merl,anism^ brtwcer ocean and atmosphere seem to be r,vident in some of the data from the North Pa-ific
and North Atlantic.
	 One of these proposed mechanisms invo.ves t he variation in the convergence between the
North and South Pacific trade-wind systems and is strono!y ref - ecteo in rainfall variability within the dry
region of the equatorial Pacific
	
Similar variations appear in low-latitude SST anomalies of selected regions,
notably off the coasts of California and Peru, the latter :,rea known for the "El Ni ''^ o" phenomenon.	 That phenom-
enon also appears to be tied to the aforementioned trade-wind variability over the Pacific.
The convergence between the twu trade-wind systems in the Atlantic region also undergoes marked interannua;
variations, strangely enough in a quasi-biennial cycle. [his quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in trade-wind
convergence over the Atlantic (no, present over the Pacific) appears to be tied to the glob) QBO o f equatorial
stratospheric winds and to rey'onal rainfall regimes in the dry egion of northeastern Brazil. 	 A variability
pattern of SST's with a QBO has been detected off the coast o f Senegal, in the Gulf oi Guinea and even in the
Gulf Stream as it leaves the North American continental shelf.	 Possible physical connections between some of
these QBO's are pointed out by a hypothetical feeaoach model. It is also suggested that rteraction of a Q110
with the annual cycle may lead to "beating frequencies" resembling climatic trends of a uurat i on of several
years, and being evident in some ra i nfall records of the dry region of northea,tern Brazil.
The fact that climatic changes have occurred
during the last miIiennium is clearly evident from
historical records. Epochs like the "Little Ice Agp
the "Irish Potato Famine" and the climatic optimum of
the 1940's are but a few examples of documented cli-
mate extremes of hem,sphere-wide impact (s pe e.g.
Lamb, 1912, 1977).
During the last two decades some of our geophy0 -
cal data bases have achieved a good enough quality to
by scrutinized for clues as to the cause ,, of the
recent climate deterioration that seems to have oc-
curred, at least in the northern hemisphere, since the
1940's. Some of these data have been used to search
for climatic changes that implicate the behaviorof
the genera' circulation of the atmosphere on large,
even hemispheric, scale ,,	 We have come up with a
wealth of	 interesting evidence tha t	is still too
diversified t 	 lend itself to a unified modelling of
climatic: change. Nevertheless, the evidence available
so tar strongly suggests the existence of several
important feedback mechanism ,, within the geophysical
system that may cause climatic fluctuations of magni-
tudes Similar to those observed during recent history.
EVIDENCE OF RECENT CLIMA T E VARiATION`
2.1	 re
Anr,e'I and Korshover (1971, 1978) have recently
analyzed northern hemisphere temperature trends from a
selection of radiosonde data. iheir choice of sta-
tions was intended to minimize geographical t,ias.
Figure 1 indicates a cooling trend in the	 arly
1960 s, especially in extratropical latitude,,. 	 This
trend appears to have diminished, perhaps even disap-
peared, lately. The overall amplitude of the decline
in the mean temperature of the extratropical atmo-
sphere during the last two decades appears to have
been of the order of 1°C. The tropics, according to
fit;. 1, reveal a relatively strong interannual vari-
ability of mean temperature, but not much of 3 long-
term trend. T! is means that the meridiondl tempera-
ture gradient between equator and pole undergoes
interannual fluctuations as well as long-term trends.
Since it is this temperature gradient which d ive, the
general circulation of the atmosrhere we should search
f or manifestations of climatic change in parameters
,,Mich characterize the general circulation.	 secondly,
.,c, might explore possible causes for the interannual
	
iriability of	 atmospheric meridional	 temperature
gradients.
2.2 •Potential_EneryY
A parameter which is relatively easy to measure
and wnich characterizes the rain energy reservoir of
the general circulation of Vie atmosphere is the zonal
available potential energy, AZ (Lorenz, 1965, 1`67;
Muerich, 1965; Reiter, 1969a) define(' as
A	 P2 [([ T ]( N 2 1(_ ,P)dP	 (1) 
f
'	 '' I (A.0)
1
where	 [(')(A, 0) _ [T(9c V
aT
 (-57)](A'00	 (?)
in writs of energy per unit of mass and unit of area.
A somewhat different, definition of A Z has been pro-
posed by Pearce (1978) which makes it unnecessary to
estimate the vertical temp^rature lapse rate. In
these two equations we have used an averaging notation,
introduced by Reiter (1969b), whereby bracketed terms
with parenthesized >uhsc - ipts indicate mean values,
Averaged with respect to the subscriptz in par •p nthe-
ses. Similarly, pdrenthesized terms with parenthe-
sized subscripts symbolize departures from the mtan
values along coordinates given by the subscripts.
Standard meteorolorlical not-tion has been used ( T -
temperature, g = Acceleration due to gravity, c 
	 -
specific heat of air At constant pres_ure, z
	 tie ight,
A = geographic longitude,
	 = dengraphic latitude.
	 +
is a measure of the thermal stability of the atmo-
sphere. The above formulations do not include moist
available energy (MAF), expressions for which were
der^v p d recently by Lorenz (19/8, 1919).
The widely fluctuating hehavior of AZ
 is evident
from Fig. 9 which contains unsmuothed ant 7-month
smoothed monthly departures of thi parameter frc,m its
long-term monthly mean values.
Computations were made using data compiled by the
National '-leteorolugical Center,
 (NMC) and availatle at
the National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
integrations performed according to Eqn. (1) compri,ed
the atmospheric volume north of 20°N and tr ,,m 1000 mb
to 100 mb.
The unruly behavior of A Z
 is riot always compcn-
sat pd for by uppOSite tluctuation; in eddy Available
potential energy, A E , cr in the zonal and eddv modes
of kinetic energy, K  and K 1 .	 Therefore the sum of
the four zonal and eddy, available potential and
kinetic energy modes is es ent 4 ally nun-constant.
This fact is Also reflected in Fig. 2 which contains
in its lower portion the monthly departures from the
mean value ,, of the AZ+AEfK7+KE.
One interesting feature of Fig. 2 i ,, the large
amplitude of interannual fluctuations in A Z
 especially
in the 1960's. The winter of 1976/197/ -- one of the
most anomalous seasons on record in the eastern United
Status - again seems to herald a period cf increasing
fluctuations in A Z
 as well as 'n the ,ntal energy.
[spatially noticeable is the appearance in some
years o f A "mid-winter dip" in A 7 that, is not compen-
sated for by the remaining three energy modes. Starr
(1916) showed that such H ips in the energy di , tr• i-
bution occur together with stratospheric warming
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Departures of monthly mean values of
•:, (upper portion of diagram) and or
tit+AE+KI+KE 
5 
(lower 	 portion of dia-
,ram) in 10 Jm from their respec-
tive long-term monthly mean values.
Dots and thin lines represent actual
monthly mean values, heavy lines were
obtained by application of a seven-
month running-mean filter. Vertical
coordinate lines indicate the month
of January of each ,ear.
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events and with the establishment of blocki1 , 4 anti-
cyclones in the Pacif+c and Atlantic sectors. These
anticyclones tend to transport an abnormally large
amount of heat northward r • , the troposphere, causing a
warming in hiqh latitude% and a ccolinq in middle and
low latitudes, hence a hemispheric decrease in A7
(McGuirk 1977; Reiter and McGuirk, 1976; McGuirk and
Re i ter, 1976, 1977) A typical example of such a
"mid-winter dip" in A/
 is exhibited in Fig. 3 for the
winter of 1976/77, which was charactrrired by record-
eaking low temperatures over the eastern United
States and by a persistently cold sea Surface tempera-
ture (SST) anonaly in the Centr•ai North Pacific during
the preceding summer and autumn (Namias, 191';).
Some of the IAY-ge-,jmplitude variations of AI
shown in Fiq 2 can bo f, xplained as long-term transi-
tions of the atmospheric general circulation between a
dominantly tonal configuration and a high-amp!itude
regime of certain !ong olanetary wave modes.
It seems to be generally accepted that strato-
spheric warming events are triggered by tropospheric
lonq-wave disturbances. A5 the stratospheric vortex
breaks down, or at least assumes a dominant wave-
number2 con f iguration (labittke, 191/7 ), the tropo-
spheric circulation is influenced by the stratosphere
throuqh a feedback mechanism ( Matsuno, 1971). A
dominance of Pac i fic and Atlantic blocking hiqhs with
strong persistence and recurrence tendencies seems to
be the result of such a feedback. Because of this
persistence and recur rence, large regional climatic
anomalies nave to be @ • petted during pnriods of block-
irq activity (Rex, 1950a,b, 1951).
If a feedbari, oetween tropospheric and strato-
spheric flow disturbances were the only mechanism
invulved in stratospheric warming, blocking anticy-
clone generation, and the mid-wincer dip in A I , why
don't these prccesses occur 	 randomly distributed
during every cold season?	 Why, indeed, do we find
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Daily values of A I (units 105 Jm -2 ) during
winter of 1976/77 (data courtesy of B
Macdonald).
perturbations in A7
 and in total energy with ampli-
tudes a% high and with periods as long as those indi-
cated in Fig. 2?
Because of the high amplitudes of A I variations
, ,hewn in that diagram (approximately 10 x IU 5 Jm-2 in
the unsmoothed monthly mean data and 6 x 10 5 Jm
-2
 in
the Smoothed data, as compared to an annual average
value of A I
 of approximately 30 x 10' .lm -2 ) we can
rule out variability in solar output as the main cause
of short-term climate vari,.tions involving A I .	 The
non-constancy of (A I # A F +K I f K I ) t
 raises the suspicion
that the energy "throughput" through the system called
the "general circulation of the atmosphere", being
controlled by diabatic energy generation and dissipa-
tion processes, might undergo significant interannual
variability. These diabatic processes could be m,iny-
fold and are influenced themselves by the character
and state of the general circulation through feedback
processes.
In the course of our recent rrsearch we have
considered, su far, only two of these processes: One
involves the hydrological cycle and its potential
variability. The other considers the possible effects
of air-sea interaction oo atmospherir circulation
patterns.
2 3 The Hydrological Cyc;r
According to Fqn. (1) the tonal available po-
tential energy depends oo the variance of temperature
with latitude -id, therefore, on the mean meridiunal
temperature gradient..	 A 20% i r •.r •ease in A I ,
 
i.e. if)
the meridional variance of temperature, could be
translated into an increase of the mean meridional
temperature .
 gradient between equator and pile from
40°C to 44°C, i.e. by roughly 4°C or 10%.
We have shown earlier that the development of
high-amplitude blocking ridges in middle and t, rh
latitudes could have an impact. on the mean ieridional
temperature gradient of the required magni;,df-. A
simple estimate will convince us that a possible
variability in the release of latent heat, hence in
the efficiency of the hydrological cycle, -,right pro-
duce Simi ar changes in the mean meridicnal tempera-
ture gradient.
In order to cause a variation of 4°C in the
meridional temperature difference between po l e and
equator, which would be commensurate with the inter-
annual variability of A I , a surplus or deficit of
approximately 1.5 cm of precipitation in low-latitude
belts of significant width would be required.	 (To
heat one kg of air per• cm` by 1°C would require 1.0046
A 10 10 ergs.	 The latent heat release from 1 cm of
precipitation pe r cm 	 of surface amounts to 2.47 x
10 10 ergs.	 Thus, 0.11 cm of precipitation is required
to heat the equivalent of an Jra 	 column of 1 cm  cross
section by 1 0C.) A precipitation variability in high
lat i tudes of the same magnitude, spread over  lati-
tude belt of significant width, would have the same
effect.
To test the potent i al interannual variability of
the hydrological cycle and its impact. on the general
circulation we conducted two preliminary studies: One
4
dealt with the interannual and long-term variabilities
of continental precipitation in the northern hemi-
sphere (Corona, 1978, 1979). 	 The other addressed
itself to the variability of rainfal' 	 the oceanic
sectors of the intertropical converyenr- 	 nP.
The estimation of area-averagr-:, precipitation
over the continents poses considerable difficulties,
caused by measurement errors, by sampIinq biases
especiaiIy with shower-type p^ecipitation (see P. q.
Patri nos et al,, 1979), and by the app IicaL.on of
interpolation technigfes that might give undue weight
to scrch local sampling biases. ,i arrive at an
assessment of hemispheric precipitation variability
one requires data over the oceanic regions 	 Such data
are presently not available. 3uesses frc., satellite
microwave and cloud-covrr observations Orly prodded
the still-to-be-checked, tentative conclusion that the
variabi ity of precipitation over the northern hemi-
sphere oceans doe., not counterbalance the variability
ohservxi tver the continents -- allowing for all the
shortcomings in toesr , estimates.
Combining monthly precipitation data from over-
1000 stations an, for the period 1935-1974 into con-
tinental area averages, several interesting features
can be pointed out with regard to possible long-term
trends in the hydrological Cycle of the north-!rn
hemisphere.
Figures 4 to 9 contiir rh- , Mc:nthly anomalies of
area-averaged precipitation ror North and Central
America and for the co,tinertal complex of Europe,
A , ia, and Africa north of the equator. Seven- and
eleven-month smoothed time series of the anomalies are
also shown.	 The North America: drouyhts of the mid-
fift"es and mid-sixties appear in the smoothed time
series of that continent.
	 A significant decrease of
precipitation was recorded over the Eurasian and North
African continental regions ,Ptween 1940 dnrl 1946 We
became suspicious that this decrease in precipitation
might have been due to better ,
 observatioral coverage
of rainfall, especially in the region south of the
Sahara (Fig. 10). With a better dP f initiov of the
rainfall gradient betwPe-n the moist tropical b21t aad
the dry Sdnara, the applied interpolation routine,
consisting of an area triangulation between observing
stations (Corona,	 1978), would deIinPate the dry
suL.ropical belt mor- precisel y and asaign to it a
grea'e^ rel-Live weigh!. In the absence of rbserving
stations in the transition region from a dry to a
fnoist regime the triangle interpolation scheme assumes
too high a rainfall in the dry interior of North
Africa.
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Fig. 20. Average temperature over the whole earth
since 1876. (From Lamb, 1977, based upon
data by Mitchell, 1961, and others.)
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find a perfect correlation Ietween North Pacit+c `)S I's
and North American preeipitatiun because, after all,
the >urface wind characteristics enter in an important
way into Erin. (3) through the shape of the !ow-level
wind Protilo and • h., i , (oan roughness.	 iurther'more,
North Ameri( i r.
	
"ificant amounts of moisture
fr	 the Gu lt 	'.er' reasons	 e
C ,	 attempt
	
orrespondence
	
tIant
	 r•cipitation
ont i nerta l
:IonaI,	 im-
r or •	 .apor, such as
?eei out
riatil-
of
ete
1•
J
V	
V
-
ice	 Nor 	 o'er	 preeipi tat iun	 mure	 tf,a-
ions in thi ­ vap. • it ion rate from the mid- lati -
tude Pacific.	 F urthermore, one should not expect to
,al SST gradient anomalies 20°-
,•i over iongitudina' width of
^,J
	 upper	 curve,
	 solid
	 line,	 °C),
Lh	 gradient 300/850 mu (middle curve,
da - dotted, geopotertia' meters) and
he 1 ytr*. gradients of 850-mb surface (lower
,.urve, solid line, geopotential meters) com-
puted over the same region as SST gradients.
Each data series was subjected to a 7-month
running-mean filter.
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Fiq. 22. Anomaly of t:' temperature and sea surface temperature in the southeastern
Bering Sea durirq 1961-15.	 Series 1 is anomaly of air temperature in °F at
St. Paul Island, Alaska from 1941-70 mean.	 Series 2 is anomaly of air tem-
perature in o f at King Salmon, Alaska from 1941-70 mean.	 Series 3 is anoma-
ly of air•
 temperature in °C at 57°N, 170°W (near St. Paul Island) from April
1962-May 1915 mean.	 Data for Series 1 and 2 from National Climatic Center
and data for Series 3 and 4 from Fleet Numerical Weather Central. 	 (After
McLain and Favorite, 1976 )
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Fig. 23. Plots of ( ) monthly average continental
precip '.ation, (b) seasonal mean and (c) S-
and 1-year running means tot , torty years of
winter months in the North American conti-
nental a-eas. Included in (a) is a plot of
the number of ,tations per year, used in the
derivation of the continental averages and a
correction of the seasonal mean (dashed line
in c), when 70 Central American stations
were removed.	 Also included is the 40-year
seasonal mean of the data (horizontal line
in b).	 (Corona, 1:19.)
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in Nw'' America.	 (Corona, 1979.)
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Fig. 26.	 Similar to Fig. 23, except for autumn Season
in North America.	 (Corona, 1919.)
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Fig, 25.	 Similar to Fig. 23, except for summer season 	 Fig. 27.	 Plots of (a) monthly continental avera•le
in North America. (Corona, 19179.) precipitation, (b) seasonal mean and (c) S-
and 7-year running means for `o^ty years of
winter months in European, Asian and North
African continental areas.
	 Also included is
the 40-year seasoril mean of the data (hori-
zontal line in b).
	 (Corona, 1979.)
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Similar to Fig. 27, except for summer sea-
son.	 Also included is a ulat of the numuer
of stations per year used in the derivation
of	 the	 continental	 averages	 (part a).
(Corona 1979.)
Over Europe, A.ia anu North Africa a cycle of
approximately 22 years appear, in the summer data and
one of similar length but of smaller amplitude in the
autumn data (figs. 29 and 30).	 Winter and sprinq
(Figs
	
° and 28) show a more irregular trend be-
havior. the decrease of precipitation prior to 1946
is quite pronounced in the summer data, as mentioned
earlier
'n summary, we can state that the observed vari-
ability of continental Irecipit.at.i-,n holds out the
possibility of ^.l`,matic. changes in the hydrological
cycle, involving mn k Lure storage in the atmosphere
and evaporation from the ocean. Since latent heat
released in the atmu •,phrr- tends to generate eddy
available potential energy (it rains more in warm than
^n cold air, masses), :.limotic variations in the hydro-
logical cycle may have a non-negligible impact on the
general c irculation of the atmosphere
We have to realize that the interaction between
tho hydrological cycle and the general circulation can
come abou t in more than one way, however. Release of
latent heat,	 in precipitation i'- perhaps the most
obvious of such interaction poti,ibilities. We have
mentioned the probability of variable moisture storage
in the atmosphere, affected by variable atmospheric
mean temperatures and variable precipitation.
	 Such
trends in moisture torage are expected to influence
the radiation budget of the atmosphere, especially in
the infrared absorption hands of water vapor, but also
may affect cloud cover- anti albedo. A connection
between SST variation, and evaporation may also be
subject to feedback processes as heat losses t`, the
vtmosphere produce coo Iinq of tho oceanic surface
layer, (Camp, 1916; Elsberry and Camp, 1978 • Camp and
Elsberry, 1978; Elsberry anu Garwood, 1918).
	 Such
feedback mechanisms makc an assessment of the role of
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ne hydrological cycle in climatic changes extremely
difficult and complex. It should also be mentioned
that besides evaporat;on, moisture storage in the
dtmcsphere, and precipitaJ on, the zonal and meridi-
onal water vapor transports undergo sigrificant inter-
annual variability (Rosen and Salstern, 1979).
	 This
fact adds an additional dimension of complexity to an
exploration of the impact of the hyurologic.al cycle on
climate variation. Ignoring the variability of the
hydrological cycle, as i<, conveniently done in much of
climatological research, will not make results and
conclusiclos more reliable.
RfC,IONAt, SHOR'-iIRM CIIMATI VARIABII!TY AND GFOPHYSICAI FIFURACK MECHANISMS
3.1 Observed Trends in SST Anomalies
Figures 31 and 32 depict the zonally averaged S'zT
distributions in various latitude bands of the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans. The Pacific reveals a sU•o•g
coolinq trend which appears to be contired to middle
and high latitudes.
	 Superimposed upon this trend are
excursions of temperature of shorter duration. SST
trends in the Atlantic are Somewhat less pronounced
than in the Pacific, especilily in rridcle latitudes
(see also Fieux and Stommel, 1975).
	 Shorter-period
perturbations are of	 simi'ar • amplitudes
	 in both
oceans. The subtropical Atlantic seemed to have
undergone a moderate warminq trend which, as :rf 1914,
may have spilled over into higher latitudes.
It is of interest to compare these SST data,
ed from the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical Weather
in Monterey, California, with a time series of
('n Arctic s­3-ice extent, published rezently by
Walsh and Johnson (1979;.
	 Fiqure 33 shows unsmoothed
and smoothed monthiy anomalies of sea-ice extent.
	 In
I,,, HtIar;tic sector the interannual variability has a
u - around effect on the data, whereas in the Bering
influenced by t'acifi r cord iti o il s , the interannual
iabiIity of ice conditions makes a contribution
-uly to the cold-season aspects of Fig. 33.
	
Durioq
the warm season the Bering Sea has been essentially
ice free. With this preferential weighting of Atlan-
tic cuntributions to the ice extent variability (Fiq.
34) one woulci expect a certain mirror-imirle match
between Figs. 32 and 33. Instead, the iciest. period
between 1967-1971 (see also Sanderson, 1915) follows a
peak in North Atlantic (and North Pacific) high-lati-
tude SST's. The ice minimum in 1974 coincides with
coldest North Atlant c temperatur?s, even though the
pacific at 50-60°N had a short respite in its cooling
trend. From the short, overlapping data sample which
we have available, it almost appears that a warm North
Atlantic goes with expanded sea-ice cover, whereas
below-normal SST's coincide with below-normal sea-ice
extent.
Surface t emperature data in the polar call
of 60°N have been compiled from available records,
includinq thoso from ice stations, by Walsh (1977) and
Walsh and Johnson (119).	 Fiqure 35 shows a smoothed
time-series of these data. there is reasonable agree-
ment between the trends revealed in Fiqs. 33 and 35.
The period of warm polar regions around 1960 agrees
with a relatively ,mall sea-Ice extent. The rapid
coolinq unti l 1965 coincides with a rapid buildup of
sea ice, and a subsequent warming trend in air temper-
dtures is loosely matched by a shrinking ice cover.
PACIFIC	 ATLANTIC
Fiq. 31.
	
Monthly SST anomalies in the North Pacific
(°C) averaged over the latitude bands as	 Fig. 32.	 Similar to Fig. 31, except for Atlantic.
indica'ed.	 A seven-month running- mean fi!- 	 (Data courtesy of Fleet Numerical Weather
terhas been applied to the monthly anomaly 	 Central, Monterey, CA.)
data. Dashed-dotted lines indicate the
least-squares fit of first-, second-, or
third-order polynomials.
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fig. 33.
	 T i me series of departu^es from monthly means of the area covered by Arctic sea
ice (10 5 km` ), unsmlothed values (a) and 24-month running means (b).	 (From
Walsh anu .Johnson, 1979.)
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Fig. 34.	 Longitudinal dependence of trends of sea
ice extent (10 2 km2 year -1 ) during the 300-
month I • riod shown in Fig. 33 and obtained
from the slopes of leact-squares lines
fitted to time series o` departures from
monthly means in each 20 0 longitude sector.
(From Walsh and Johnson, 1979.)
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Fig. 35. 24-month running means of the departures
(°C) from the 25-year normal area-weighted
monthly mean surface air temperatures of
the polar cap north of 60 0 N.	 (From Walsh
and Johnson, 1979.)
It is easy to visualize a positive feedback
mechanism between polar air temperatures and sea-ice
extent if we consider ice formation to be mainly a
consequence of heat loss to the atmosphere. Extended
sea-ice cover inhibit ,  heat flux from the ocean to the
atmosphere and also increases the albedo. Both
factors tend to reduce the energy made available to
the lower layers of the troposphere.
Apparently the increase in the combined snow and
ice extent observed by Kukla (1978)
-be-_fween 1971 and
1973 is not reflected in the sea-ice conditions onl
as shown in Fig. 33, nor in the polar tempera ore
trend of Fig. 35. We have to entertain some d-ubt,
therefore, as to the power of a feedback mecl,arism
between air temperature and snow-plus-ice rover, i f it
exists at all. This lack of an obvious feedback
should riot be surprising because snow cover not only
depends on continental temperatures but also on the
availability of moisture, Loth factors being strongly
influenced by the planetary-wave characteristics of
the general circulation. As a matter of fact, with
what has been said in Chapter 2, one might even antic-
ipate that abnormally culd temperature regimes are
somewhat deprived of precipitation L^cause of the
reduced moisture- storage capacity of the atmosphere.
One might note, that the winter 1977/78 showed
the largest area of continental snow cover in the
northern hemisphere, since satellite monitoring became
feasible (Fig. 36) (Wiesnet and Matson, 1979).
We are not yet able to explain the disagreement,
or perhaps the out-of-phase relationship, between
ocean-icc conditions and high-latitude SST anomaiies,
especially in the Atlantic sector. The significance
of these SST trends in the northernmost regions of the
Atlantic and the Pacific and their possible relation
to ice cover will have to be explored in greater
detail before pertinent conclusions can be reached.
As a prelimiha^v attempt for- such an exploration we
present in Fig. 37 the SST differences between Fehru-
ary, March and April, 1974, a relatively cold period
according to Fig. 32, and February, Mar,.h and April,
1965, which corresponds to a warm period. Both peri-
ods contorm to the season of maximum ice cover (Walsh
and Johnson, 1979).
During this nine-year period the Gulf Stream
south of Newfoundland underwQnt a warming trend. This
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Fig. 36.
	 raph of mean winter snowcover for the northern hemisphere, Eurasia and North
America from 1966-1978.
	 (From Wiesne! and Matson, 1979.)
Fig. 37.	 Difference in sea-surface temperatures, in °C, over the Atlantic between the
average of February, March and April, 1_974 and February, March and April,
1964	 Warming trends from 1965 to 1974 are indicated by shading.
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d would agree wei , I	 ► ease i,r the zonal
i stress of the No y I	 tl,	 trades during the
time period, suggested by irg. 66 (presuming that
winds did not slacken significantly after• 1972,
the end of the records presently availabl y
 to us).
The Norwegian Sea, and the reg , s of the Greenland
and Lab rador currents exhibit a .,rked cooing trend
,hile slight warm i ng is
	
arved along the North
• )pean coast.	 This ;ST	 istribution suggests ao
leratior of the No-th Atlantic c-rculation in
idle and high 1. ►titudes between 1965 and 14 14 I t
could he that an enhanced southward movement cf the
col ,i water, masses between Greeland and Labrador and
along the east coast of Greenland brought about nega-
tive SST trenCS but, at the same time, r ed to enhaneeo
ice transport and to a more rapid melting of ocean;
ice.
Our tind;rls reported here are, in certain as-
pects, consistent with those of Barnett (1918). His
analys^s of surface air temperatures ascribes the
largest standard deviation < of wint, r and ar ,nual mean
temperatin es to the :ontinental re4 4 ons.	 Thus, c- -
tinental anomalies tend to "swamp'' the hemispheric
anomalies in a given season or• year.	 Furthermore, an
rNigervecto analysis of his data reveals that contin-
ntal .rd oceanic anomalies are often out of phase.
One of the largest continental anomalies was
encountered in North Ame r ica during the extremely cold
winter of 1976-77. Leetmaa (1977) reports on a new:y-
furmed well-mixed layer of 18°C water as deep as 550 m
in the Sargasso Sea, as a consequence of winter cool-
inq. The thermocline south of the Gulf Stream was 100
to 150 m deeper i n March and April 19il, than is
normally the c a se in this regicn. Gulf Stream water
transport, therefore, appeared to b ,. stronger-than-
normal after this extremely cold winter, consistent
with the anomaly pattern shown in Fig. 37.
The preliminary data presented here indicate that
nigh-latitude air temperatures, sea- s urface tempera-
tures arid ocean-ice cover apparently do not operate
together in a positive feedback loop. Even though, at
this point of our investigation, we are not able to
provide a reasonable account of these feedback mechan-
isms -- other than the vague indications given
above -- the preliminary indication is that a negative
feedback link exists somewhere between these three
parameters and it operates on a time scale of several
years.	 Perhaps it is such a negative link which pre-
vents. Arctic temperatures and ice cover to engage in
frequent runaway cycles. For this reason it rppears
important to investigate and model in detail the
feedback processes involved between these three para-
meters.	 (For modelling attempts of feedbacks on
long-time scales see	 for	 instahc- budyko, 1969;
Lindzen and Farra t l	 1911; Saltzman, 1978; Moritz,
1979; Sergin,	 1979; Warren and Schneider, 1979.)
3.2 SST Anomalies in the North Pacific
As we have pointed out in the previous chapter,
.iSi anomalies can have an influence on the latent heat
transfer between ocean and atmosphere, but in doing so
there will be a feedback effect or the SST anomalies
themselves (see e.g. Hasselmann, 1977). As an oceanic
area gives off energy to the atmosphere by evapora-
tion, the surface layers of the ocean will cool and a
negative SST anomaly will result. The magnitude of
this cooling effect depends on the efficiency of the
mixing processes in the ocean arid on the depth to
which this mixing proceeds. Since the stability arid
depth of the mixed layer near the ocean surtace arp
a l so functions of season and of geographic location,
the same amount. of heat transferred from the ocean to
the atmosphere may have different effects on SST's i.
different seasnns, oitferent locations, and even in
different years. These potential complications make a
quar.J tative assessment of feedback mechanisms between
ocean and atmosphere, involvinq SST anomalies, very
difficult.
Nevertheless, preliminary analyses of SST records
from the North Pacific but al so  f rom the Nor t h Atlan-
tic (Daly, 1978) have given us several clues on the
potential impact of a variety of mechanisms. The heat
hudr;et of an oceanic volume can be written as follows
(Reiter, 1979b, c)
A 
_ 
Q IS + QHA - QDi - Q SH - QEV - QUw - OD	 (4)
or ,
 since
"QM. M	
'^QST + "Qt.r ,	 (5)
"QM	 Q iS + QHA - Q0', - Q SH - QEV - QUW - QD + AQST
(6)
.A, is the heat content change of the oceanic volume,
resultinq in a certain mean temper3ture change during
the time interval At;
"QM is the sea surface temperature change during At;
"QST expresses the -fects of thermal stratification
changes during "t;
Q 
I S 
is the heat gain by direct ant indirect sular
radiation during "t;
QHA is the heat gain (or loss) thrcugh horizontal
advection by longituuinal temperature advection in the
direction of the current, by meanders in the current
system, or by current shifts ;n a meridional direc-
tion;
-QOL is the heat lost by outgoinq (long-wavr) radia-
tion du , ;ng the time interval "t;
QSH is the oceanic heat loss by sensible heat trans-
fer to the atmusuhece,
QEV is the oceanic heat loss b y evaporation (latent
heat transfer) to the atmosphere;
QUW describe- the heat exchange through the bottom of
the oceanic volume by large-scale upwellinq (Ekm.;^
pumping);
-QD is the diffusive prat. loss by smaII -sca'e mctions,
mainly acting across the bottom- urfa<e of the oceanic
volume.
-QS H and -Q EV depend <.;gniticantly on atmospheric wind
speed which, through induced wave action and turbu-
lence, also affects mixing processes, hence thermal
stratification, in the oceanic box under considtora-
tion.	 Thr:s,effects of -Q SH arid -Q iw might first be
recognized in "QM and in "Q,, if the upper layers of
the ocean are staLly st-atified to begin with. 	 As
time goes on, effects in .;Q ST may start to dominate.
If the oceanic volume under consideraticn is neutrally
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or unstably st rt r ed to begin with, heat losses -QSH
and -QED from the surfaces might leave their major
impact on QD.
Out,
 present dat i so , irces have been organized in
terms of .uomalies, f rom which seasonal trends have
been removed. Hence all terms in Eqn. (6) might also
be regarded as anomalirs from seasonal mean values.
We will have to dhow for the fa,:t, however, that SST
anomalies will respond differently to anomalies in the
forcing term,, on the ight side of Eqn. (6), depending
on the seasonally different state of mean stability in
the oceanic volume under consideration. Thus, in
spite of the fact that seasonal variability has been
removed from the anomaly data, a dependence of Eqn.
(6) on season still has to be expected.
Unfortunately, at this time, most of the terms in
(6) are not yet available to us with sufficient
.,racy to ai nw a complete heat budget dlculatiOn
Of a ll oceanic volume. Neverti.eIess, we arc , in a
po s it.or to estimate the effect, of some of the terms,
rt	 least	 qualitatively,	 from observational	 data.
Radiation Budget Effects.
Evidence for the impact of lonq-term variations
in cloudiness on Q IS and QOL is presently being col-
lected (see also Bunker,
 and Worthington, 1976).
	
1he
ly b y Elsberry and Camp ( 19 78) seems to relegate
process into the category of minor ,
 effects.
Th,r •e is all 	 that incoming solar radia-
tion decreases during periods of stor iness.
	 Thus,
the loss of solar radiation would teed to foster the
formation of negative SST anomalies. 	 Heat loss by
-001 v.ould be reduced at the same time, however.
b.	 Effects of Thermal Stability.
Changes and anomalies of oceanic thermal struc-
ture -%Q ST , should leave a major, seasonally dependent,
irr,,.r • int oil 	 anomaly formation.
	 One should expect a
negati ve correlation between SST anomalies and 1312 or
U*3 provaiIing for relatively short time scales,
#, specially with hiqh winds (Elsberry and Camp, 1918:
Elsberry and Garwood, 1918; Elsberry anc Ra ey, 1978,
see also Price et al. , 1978).
	 T is the wind stress
and u„ the friction velocity. h'i.ed-layer deepening
could also be viewed as depending on the wind-induced
vPrLical gradients of velocity across the base of the
mixPU lave	 (Price et al., 1918).
Unfortunately, data on the thermal st.ucture of
the upper ocean are not readily available in synGNtic
format, which makes their application difficult, on an
ucean-wide basis. Also, the data used in our own
present study have been subjected to a considerable
amount of space- and time-smooth.ng, and seasonal
trend ,
 have been removed.	 A judgeme.t on the effec-
tiveness of 
_PST 
in forminq SST anomalies will, there-
fore, be tentative and will have to await further data
analysis.
It should be pointed out that. Dorman and Saur
(1978), by analyzing XBT (expendable bathythermooraph)
data between Honolulu and San Frarcisco, found no
correlation betWL?n SST anomalies and temperature
anomalies in the main thermoclin- at ca. 170 m depth
throughout the year	 >umm?r warming gene^ates a tn.11
mixed layer treat , the su r face with a seasonal therrno-
cline between 60 and 80 m.	 Correlation coefficients
0 5 of temperatures at depth with SST anomalies seem
to be restricted to the uppermost 40 m alonq this
shipp"t; route.
A qualitative assessment of stability effects on
SST anomaly formation has been conducted in the f oi-
1 ow:ng way: Let us consider that oceanic fr,its
within the region of the North Pacific Drift become
evident from high values of ,acridional SST gradients.
At the same time tnese fronts deline,,te the northern
boundary of a well-PStabii^,hed warm, mixed surfacr
layer , of the ocean with a stab l e thermocline laver
underneath.	 We should exper', therefore, that 1Gnq-
lived and lar ,Ie-s,alP SST anomalies would show a
preference for develu,.ment along, and perhaps somewhat
to the lout' of, -rr.h oceanic fronts. 	 A deviation of
the front a	 )o icon from its seasonal meal position
woulr+
 ilso give ri , e to an SST anomaly. 	 The ,easund;
preference for the establishment of large meridional
temperature gradients in the mid-latitudes of "x
Central Pacific appears to fall between May and July
(F i q. 38). This i -asoninq is in line with evidence
pre ented by Eisheri, and Garwood (1978) who showed
tha t an advance or delay in the tran,itior date from
the winter to the summer r-gime at Weathership Papa
(50°N, 145°W) causes positive or negative SST anoma-
lies that tend to persist throughout summer (Fig. 39).
According to Roden (1912, 1975) observational
data indica! p the presence of several frontal systems
in sue Nort h Pacific (Fig. 40 and Table 3). Of great-
est interest to our investigation is the behavior of
the subarctic temperature and sal i nity front somewhat
north of 40°N, and of the subtropical front near 30°N.
The latter reveals itself as a salinity front all
year, but as a temperature front only during the cold
season.	 In the subarctic front temperature and salin-
ity gradients tend to balance each other in the uppe-
100 m of	 he ocean,	 ,suiting in only small density
grad i ents. The subtropical f ront, on the other hand,
reveals signiticint horizontal density grad i ents in
the upper 100 m.
SST 170 W
Fig. 38.	 :teasor.al march of -.ST (°C) as a .u,,,^ion of
latitude, at 1100W.
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Fig. 40
	 Schematic map of main North Pacific fronts
Arrows indicate prevailinq current direc-
tions.
	 A, Kuroshio front; B, Oyashio front;
C, subarctic `runt; D, subtropical front; E,
doldrum front.
	 (From Roden, 1975.)
Fig. 39. Upper diagram )hserved (circles) and
model-simulated (,.olid line) depths at which
the temperature is 0.2 0C lower than the
surface temperature. Depth of the ocean
boundary layer (dashed line) simulated by
the model indi^.,es the transition on day
number 128 from the winter regime to the
summer regime.
Lower diagram: Relative sea-;urface temper-
ature at 50°N, 140°W, averaged over Marr
December as a function of transition dat
(From Elsberry and Garwood, 1978 )
To test the involvement of oceanic fronts in
SST-anomaly generation, meridional SST gradients were
analyzed fc. various geographic Io% i tude% from mean
month'y ;51 data. These data were compiled from daily
records supplied by the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical
Weather Central in Monterey, California. In Fig. 41
monthly latitudinal differences of SST at 170°W,
computed over V-latitude intervals, are displayed for
the period 1965-197/. 	 A 7-month running-mean filter
has been applied to the data. 	 I,c.vy lines indicate
the 0, 2, 4'C. e tc., isotherms of ASST.	 Thin lines
are entered at 0.5°-C intervals.	 Vertical hatching
delineates areas with ASST . 4°C.	 The heavier hatch-
ing lines, at th same time, serve- 	 reference marks
for individual months.
In Fig. 42 the monthly SST-anomaly value-. fil-
tf-red by 7-month smoothing, are analyzed for • the same
geographic longitude. F i q. 43 shows the zonal wind
stress anomalies, computed from 1000-mb winds .ind
averaged over the longitude sector 150°E-180°W, using
the equation
rOx	 =	 1)a) 2u 	I u I	 (1)
A 7-month smoothing routine was applied to these
geostrophic wind stress data. 	 1)a = 1.2 k;/m 3 is the
air density, 1 2 = 2 x iO -3 the drag coefficient, and
u, in m/sec, the zonal wind O,--anent.
A qualitative comparison of these diagrams 'ets
us arrive at the following ronclusior.s:
(i) The subarctic front (Roden, 1975) appears as
the dominant feature in Fig. 41 somewhat north of
40°N. The involvement of the subtropical front near
30°N in generating meridional SST gradients is con-
fined to late winter and spring, but varies greatly
from year to year (White et al., 1978). There is a
large interannual variability in the magnitude and
position of the meridional SST gradient within the
z,.le of maximuio gradients as Ilelineated by the hatched
areas of Fig. 41	 Sometimes, as for instance in
1969/70, the anomalous behavior of the oceanic fronts
even tends to mask their seasonal variability. An-
other extended period of "unruly" behavior of the
seasona l cycle of ASST started towards the end of 1974
and became very pronounced in 1977, culminating in
strong SST anomalies.
TABLE 3. Characteristics of North Pacific fronts, based on horizontal sampling at 30 km intervals.
All gradients are expressed in terms of the Nyquist sampling interval (from Roden, 1975).
North p acific fronts
Charicter , st cs •	Kuroshio	 Oyashio	 Subarctic
	 Subtropical	 Doldrum
.-mperature q ,adient (°C per 60 km)	 6
	 9	 8	 4	 1
,linity (J^adlent A per 60 km)	 0.6
	 1.5	 1.2	 0.5	 1.0
',nund vPlnc i ty gradient (m s 1 per 60 km) 14
	
39	 28	 11	 1
0- , T  grad i Pnt (kq m"3 per 60 km)
	 0.8
	
0.1	 0.2
	 0.8	 0.7
84roclinic current (m s 1 )	 0.6
	 0 2
	 0.4	 0.5	 0.5
Barorl,nic shear (s -1 )	 2x1U-5
	
8X10 6	 )X10-6	 19-5	 ?X10-5
maximum values
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Fig. 41. Time section of meridional gradients of SST at 170°W (in °C per 50 latitude inter-
val) as a :unction of latitude. (Original data courtesy of U.S. Fleet Numerical
Weather Central, Monterey, California.) Thin isolines are for each 0 5°C temper-
ature difference, heavier isolines for eazh PC difference. Shaded areas indicate
gradients larger than 4°C/5°latitude. 	 The heavier vertical shading marks consti-
tute refe,'ence marks for monthly anoma y values. 	 Vertical dashed-dotted lines
labelled with the calendar year indicate the m.—I, of January of that year.	 Un-
smorthed monthly data were used for the analysis.
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g. 42.	 Time section of SST anomal i es at 110%.
	 Tsolines for•
 each u.1°C.
	 Areas .. ' -1 nega-
tive SST anomalies are shaded, whereby each shading line constitutes i nort.hly
reter•ence mark, similar to those in Fig. 41.
	 The heavy lines mark zero SST anoma-
lies. Lonq-term (1{-year) monthly averages were removed from the rezord to compute
departures.	 A 1-month running-mean filter was applied to the data to reduce high-
frequency noise.
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J. 43.	 Departures of tie wind stress from the 15-year mean, computed from 1000-mb qeo-
sur ophic winds between 150°E and 180°W (West Pacific) in units of 10 2 Kq/m sect.
A 1-month runninj-mean filter was applied to the monthly departure data. 	 Hatch-
inq with monthly reference lines indicates above-normal stress.
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Fig. 44.	 Similar to Fia. •.1, but showing time sections for three different meridians:
170°F, 170°W and 150 0W.
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wherea, south of 37°N stabilities near .30 m are high
due to combined effects of a thermocline any. a halo-
J ine. Preceding each of the occurrences of negative
SST anomalies mentioned above a region of abnormally
strong ISST was found at relatively low latitudes.
(The hatched areas in Fig. 41 are seen to dip below
30°N on these occasions.) This observation helps to
confirm the earlier statement that a southward dis-
placement of the oceanic fronts, and a delay in their
northward migration, can have profound impacts on the
SST anomaly patterns in the sense of generating large
and persistent negative anomalies. It is furthermore
of interest to note, that White et al. (1978) computed
relatively low intensities of the subtropical front,
as measured by the zonal relative geo5,trophic flow
01200 dbar, during some of the neyative SST-anomaly
periods mentioned above (Fig. 45). Similar intensity
variations are reported for the subtropical counter-
current, the North Equatorial Current (Wyrtki, 1974)
and the Kuroshio south of Japan (Nitani, 1972) (Fig.
46). Several relationships between current fluctua-
tions and th- North Pacific trade winds will be point-
ed out in section (d) below.
(:-) If we include the wind-stress analyses of
Fig. 43 in th i s comparison, we find that episodes of
anomalous storminess in the West Pacific (150 °E -180°W)
preceded, or coincided with, the odd behavior of the
oceanic fronts described above and the resultant
generation of large negative SST anoma'ie_. Rhoden
(1970) points out that variations in the convergence
of the wind-induced Ekman flow might influence the
positions of the subarctic and
	 ubtropical fronts
(near 40°N and 30°N, respectively) arid of the transi-
tion zone in between.
	 Ekman-flow convergence is
strongest near these two fronts. A model, based on
simple Ekman dynamics, provides reasonable agreement
between frontogenetic and frontolytic regions and the
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time-var13nt wind-stress fieid (Roden and Paskausky,
1978). Experiments with drifters which l ost their
droques indicated that Ekman theory might overpredict
the angle by which the ocean surface currents depart
from the direction of the wind (45° cum sole, accord-
ing to theory). Kirwan et al. ( IM) _find better
agreement i n the response of surface currents to wind
stress by applying wave-induced Stokes drift in a
fully developed sea, which is linear with wind speed
V s - 0.0158 V	 (8)
wnere ^ s is the drift vector of the surface layer of
the ocean and V  is the "surface" wind at 19.5 m (see
also Barnett and Kenyon, 1975). 	 A mixt.,re between an
Ekman and a Stokes response of the observed drifts to
the wind field also yielded a reasonabl y
 internrPta-
tion of the data. With such a response the angle
between the wind and the surface current i s only 15°
cum sole.
Applying these findings to an estimate of the
frontogenetic and frontolytic effects of wind stress
it appears, that simple Ekman theory application might
yield 11115-estimates of developing SST anomalies de-
pending on the orientation of temperature gradients in
the ocean relative to those of the surface wind.
The lag-correlation between SST anomalies and
geostrophic 1000-mb wind anomalies, using seven-month
smoothed data, is shown as d function of lit.ituc:. in
Figs. 47-49. A tendency is indicated that trends in u
slightly lead trends in SST.
	 The same holds for
is
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Fig. 45.
	
(a) Intensity variations of North Pacific subtropical front, given as the
speed of the zonal relative geostrophic flow (01200 dbar) in cm/sec. 	 (b)
Latitude variations of this front from 1954 to 1974 at the three longi-
tudes 135°E, 155 0 E, 110°E.	 (From White et al., 1978.)
We are, nevertheless, brought to the conclusion
that one of the most powerful mechanisms in producing
long-lasting SST anomalies lies in the anomalous
behavior of the oceanic fronts that mark the North
Pacific Drift. Local heat losses to the atmosphere in
the middle latitudes of the North Pacific, most like-
ly, play only a role secondary to that mechanism.
Vertical mixing processes, stirred up by excessive
wind stresses, are also controlled, to a large extent,
by the position of such oceanic fronts.
V
46.
	
	
Indices of the individual annual strenghts
of the Subtropical Current, the North Equa-
torial	 Current	 (Wyrtki,	 1974)	 and	 the
Kuroshio south of Japan (Nitani, 	 1972)
from 1954 to 1969, a time period for which
all three indices were available.	 (From
White et al., 1978.)
lay-correlations between wind stress and SST (Figs.
50-52). Relatively high positive correlation coef-
ficients of significance are found between the time-
averaged zonal wind stress and the meridional gradi-
ents a ASST (Figs. 53-55) in the central North Pacific
(170 W) in the realm of the subtrop i cal front, and in
the West Pacific (170°E) in the vicinity of the sub-
arctic front. In the East Pacific (170°W) excessive
wi , d -tress may have 3 frontolytic effect, indicated
by a negative correlation efficient in the region of
the subarctic front. It should be stressed again,
that high- frequency noise has been largely eliminated
from these diagrams by application of a 7-morth
smoothing routine.	 Seasonal cycles have also been
removed by considering monthly departure values, so
have been linear trends. Because of these data man-
ipulations we have to be cautious in the interpreta-
tion of some of the details of the correlation pat-
terns shown in these diagrams.
Since the development of SST anomalies will, to a
large extent, be controlled by this frontal behavior,
pr•ozesses of a scale much larger than just local
air-sea interaction should be considered in tracking
the history of SST anomalies. Waves and eddies propa-
gating ir, the region of such frontal zones may provide
a certain impact to seemingly advective features of
SST anomalies. They also may provide a relatively
long memory mechanism for SST behavior which allows
such SST anomalies to feed their influence back into
the atmospheric general circ-:lation.
The changes in magnitudes and positions of zones
with large ASST, evident from Fig. 44, suggest a
rather• strong variability in the drift velocities
associated with the North Pacific Drift (see also
White, 1975, 1977), as well as a variability in the
position of its main channels (White et al., 1978).
Clearly a lot more research and better data are
required before some of the mechanisms of SST anomaly
formation implied above can be confirmed anu quanti-
fied i • a comprehensive mathematical model.
Heat Flux to the Atmosphere.
We still a e in the process of ev+luating short-
period heat V x fluctuations over the North Pacific
in order to assess the impact of SST anomalies on the
energy exchange between ocean and atmosphere We
believe that tta time scale of resolution of the
analysis will	 influence the results to a certain
extent. This tentative conclusion can be demonstrated
in the following way:	 Figure 56 shows semiannual SS?
anomalies in Marsden square 163, quadrant 1 (40-454
110-175 0 E) as departures from 20-year means.
	 Data
were takes from Favorite and McLain (1973).
	 Also
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Fig. 48. Similar I - Fig. 4' except SST anomalies at
170°W co elated with the geostrophic 1000-
mb wind between 180% and :40°W (East
Pacific).
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Fig. 47. Lag correlations, as a function of latitude,
between )-month smootheJ data sets of SST
anomalies at 170°E and the 1000-mb g^o-
strophic wind averaged over the longitude
sector	 150'1	 to	 180°W (West	 Pacific).
Thin lines indicate positive correlation
coefficients analyzed at intervals of 0. 1,
heavier lines are negative coefficients with
the same analysis interval. Zero correla-
tions are shown by an extra-heavy line.
Time lags are given in months alcng the
abscissa.
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Similar to Fig. 47, except SST anomalies at 	
Fig. 50
150°W correlated with the geostrophic 1000-
mb wind between 180°W and 140% (East
Pacific).
Lag correlations, as a function of latitude,
between 7-month smoothed data sets of SST
anomalies at 170°E and the wind stress, com-
puted from 1000-mb geostrophic winds, aver-
;ged over the longitude sector 150°E to
180°W (West Pacific). Thin lines indicate
positive correlation coefficients, analyzed
at intervals of 0.1, heavier lines are neg-
ative coefficients with the same analysis
interval.	 zero correlations are shown by
an extra-heavy line.	 Time lags are given
in months along the abscissa.
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	.y. 51.	 Similar to Fiq. 50, except SS T anomalies at
	
170% correlated wi t -	 he w id stress be-
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Fig. 52. Similar to Fig. 50, except SSF anomalies
at 150°W correlated with the wind stress
between 180°W and 140°W (East Pacific).
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fig. 53. Lag correlations, as a function of latitude,
between 7-month smoothed data sets of me-id-
ional SST differences (computed over 50
latitude intervals) at 170°E and the wind
stress, computed from 1000-mb geostrophic
winds, averaged over , the longitude sector
150°E to 180 W (West Pacific). Thin lines
indicate positive correlation coefficients,
analyzed at intervals of 0.1, heavier lines
are negative coefficients with the same
analysis interval. 	 Zero correlations are
shown by an extra-heavy line. 	 Time lags
are given in months along the abscissa.
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Fiq. 54. Similar to Fig. 53, except SST differences
at 170% correlated with wind stress be-
tween 180% and 140°W (East Pacific).
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Fig. 55. Similar to Fig. 53, except SST differences
at 150°W correlated with wind stress be-
tween 180% and 140% (East Pacific).
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SST anomalies (°C, solid line) as departures from 20-year means for warm and cold
seasons in Marsden Square 163, Quadrant 1 (40°N-45°N, 170°L-115°E), and semi-annual
total anomalies of the total energy flux between ocean and atmosphere (cal cm 2 d i).
(Data from F avorite and McLain, 1573.)
given in this diagram are the semiannual anomalies of
total energy exchange between ocean and atmosphere (in
cal cm 2 d-1 ). The mean energy exchange from October
to March was -213 cal cm -2 d-1 for the period 1948-7,
and 73 cal cm 2 d 1 from April to September. These
energy exchange values include the effects of incom-
ing, back and reflected radiation, evaporation and
sensible heat transfer at the ocean surface. There
appears to be no obvious connection between SST anom-
alies and mean energy exchange between ocean and
atmosphere on time scales of half a year. This con-
clusion should not be surprising, since Husby and
Seckel (1975), analyzing Weather Station V data in the
main heat-loss region of the North Pacific, note that
the major heat loss occur- by evaporation which, in
turn, is mainly controlled by anomalous differences in
the saturation vapor pressure at the sea surface and
the vapor pressure of air-, aril by anomalous wind
speeds.
Yet, on the other hand, we have to agree with
Namias (1978), Barnett and Preisenuorter•
 (1978), and
others who have identified SS1 anomaiies in, or near,
the North Pacific region mentioned above as haling a
major impact on weather, phenomena "downstream", i.e.
over the United States. We envision such an impact to
come through a certain effect of air-sea interaction
on long planetary waves in the atmosphere.
In this context it is 0 interest to note that
Seigel (1971) found largest amplitudes of a 24- and a
7-day cycle in sensible and latent heat fluxes frnm
the ocean to the atmosphere in the vicinity of pro-
nounced SST anomalies.	 McGuirk and Reiter (1976)
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ascribed a vacillation in available potential energy
of the atmosphere with a quasi-periodicity of 22 to 26
days or ,
 0.038 to 0.045 cycles pet , day (see Fig. 57) to
be a consequence of baruclinic energy transformations.
This vacillation appears in the amplitudes, and some-
times also in the phase angles (i.e. positions) of
planetary waves (Figs. 58 and 59). It is conceivable
that the va r:illatory behavior of planetary long waves
ar,j that of heat transfer between ocean and atmosphere
on time scales of a few weeks are interrelated --
contrary to what Fig. 56 indicated for the longer time
scales of half a year.
Mo ,,e research is required to understand the
effects of heat fluxes between ocean and atmosphere on
the d;namic coupling between the two systems as a
function of time and space scales.
Advection Effect_ by Longitudinal Cu rent
Transport Variations.
Even though a large number of systematic measure-
ments of current velocities in various branches of the
Kur•osF;io are available (Stommel and Yoshida, 1972),
they are difficult to relate to mass transport and SST
anomalies because of the changes in meander configura-
tions. The life span of sump
 of these meanders is 3
to 10 years ('-hoji, 1972) hence could have a signifi-
cant impact on regional SST anomalies. Especially the,
oceanic surface Currents in Areas 2 and 1 (Fig. 60)
appear to meander in some years and not in others.
Current velocities for these regions are shown -*n Fig.
61.	 Trends in the volume transport of the Kuroshio
southeast of Yakushima Island and south of Kii
Peninsula reported by Nitanr (1972) for the period
1956 and 1968 agree reasonably well with trends in the
current velocities of Area 2.
	 Water,
 transport and
current speed appear to have reached a minimum in
162, with maxima before and after. the u-component
in the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 62) reveals similar
long-term trends, suggesting a certain forcing of the
Kuroshio flow on relatively long time scales by wind
stresses in the trade-wind region (wind data, courtesy
of Dr. G. Meyers, University of Hawaii). Unfortunate-
ly, we are not yet in a position to quantify this
possible forcing connection between trade wind fluctu-
ations and changes in the Kuroshio current system,
mainly because we don't know what the characteristic
time and space scales of such a postulated response
would he and because of the dubious quality of data.
The possible relations between SST anomalies and
current behavior in the North Pacific are also, at
this time, difficult to document with data. In Fig.
63 we show SST anomalies in Areas C and D after a
1-month running-mein filter had been applies.	 These
temperature anomalies are compared with Curren' veloc-
ities measured in Areas 1 and 2. A gradual rising
tr, , nd of SST in Area D is noted between 1962 ant i 1967,
tollowed by a declininq trend until about 1970, and a
rising trend thereafter. These smoothed tends,
however, are frequently interrupted by large positive
and negative excursions of a duration of approximately
6 months to 2 year,, The smocthed trends of SST
anomalies in Area D are, to a certain extent, re-
tlected by the ,peed trends in Area 2, high current
velocities having a tendency to occur with warm-water
regimes.	 A similar agreement is found between SST
anomalies in Area C and current trends in Area 1. The
shorter-term SST variations, however, are not reflect-
ed in the current speeds. We believe that these SST
anomalies might be associated with the meandering
characteristics of the Kuroshio (Wilson and Dugan,
1978; Reiter, 1978a).
The temperature differences between Areas D anu C
might serve as a crude indicator of geostrophic flow
variations in the upper ,
 ocean in that region. In Fig.
64 they are compared with the trad p -wind u-component
anomalies in the North Pacific. Again an agreement in
the long-term variability, but not in the short-term
modulations can be pointed out in these data sets.
Favorite and McLain (1973) have pointed out a quasi-
periodicity of 5 to 6 years in SST anomalies observed
in the region 40-45 aN and 170-175°1 (Fig. 56) which
led them to the conclusion that large SST anomalies
are advected around the suotropical North Pacific gyre
which shows a similar revolution period.
Tentatively, we might offer Fig. 65 as a display
of feedback mechanisms working in the North Pacific.
The "loop" which involves the Hadley cell intensity,
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Fig. 57.	 Periodograms of normalized variance per unit
bandwidth fer 9.5-year series of daily atmo-
spheric energy by mode.
	 High-frequency
spectra not shown.	 Dashed lines show 90,
95, 96, 99 and 99.9% chi-squared confidence
limits	 for	 assumed	 background
	 spectra
(McGuirk ana Reiter, 1976).
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Fiq. 58.
	 Fourier-analyzed 500-mb synoptic patterns for three successive A E
 minima (left)
and maxima (right), wavenumber two.
	 Units in geopotential meters.
	 The amplitude
variations are typical (McGuirk and Reiter, 1976).
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Fig. 59.
	
ourier-analyzed 500-mb synoptic patterns for three successive A  minima (left)
and maxima (right), wavenumber three.
	 Units in geopotential meters.
	 The ampli-
tude variations are typical (McGuirk and Reiter, 1976).
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Fig. 61.
	 Current velocities in Knots, averaged over Areas 1 and 2 in I y. 6u.	 value,	 r•
missing months were obtained by linear interpola.ion. 	 A seven - month i	 ir,q -mean
smoothing filter was applied to the monthly velocity values.
	
(Reiter, 1919b; criginal
data courtesy of the National ;iceat,ographic Data Center, Washington, D.C.)
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Fig. 62. Monthly departure: of tl a surface trade-wind u-components (m/sec) from the "long-term"
monthly means (a) i.i the North Pacific "box" 5 0 N-190N, 1250 E-950W, upper curve (land
masses excluded) and (b) the u-component anomalies of the South Pacific trades in the
"box" 1 0 S-15 0 S, 125 0 E-750W, lower curve, seven-month running averaging applied to data
Positive values indicate stronger-than-normal Past wind. 	 Vertical lines indicate
.January of each respect .c s par.	 Heavy solid lines are least-squares fitted third-
order polynomial curves (Reiter, 1979b).
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Fiy. 63. SST anomalies in Areas C and D in 0C
(thin dashed-dotted and solid lines,
areas ite identified in 1`4 60), and
current speeds in Areas 1 and 2 in
Knots (heavy dashed-dotted and solid
lines). All data sets were subjected
to a /-month, running-mean smoothing
routine (Reiter, 1919b).
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fiq. 64. Anomalies in the u-component in m/sec of the North Pacific: trade winds, averaged over the
region V -19 0N, 1250 E-950W (thin line) and SST annmaly differences between Areas D and C
( 0 C; heavy line). Both da'.a sets have been subjected to a 1-month running-mean filter
(Reiter, 1919b).
	
Port in the Kuroshio and SST anomalies	 in a cause-effect. relationship, however, especially
	
.^s has a time scale of 20-35 months, 	 sine- individual peaks in the two sets of curves are
	
cuuif: iedd to quasi-periodicitio; in SST-anomaly 	 difticult to match.
4tion of 4 to 6 years.	 111 nther• loops involve
local processes and have shorter time ,ca1Ps. 	 The	 ,•
_ 3 Tr ade Wind ur es
 P
	 Anomalie s and
	
feedback loops with aste r isks will be described more	 -	 —	 --^—L---	 -------
closely in Fiy. 10.	 E1 Nino E vents
Over the Atlantic there also exist long- term
is in the trade-wine u-components which are of
Odd- magnitude as those over the Pacific (Fig, 66;
:,ita courtes; of S. Hastenrath, university of Wis-
consin).	 A trend of increasing trade-w+nd intensity
is noticeable in both hemispheres after 1968. The
temperature differences b e tween Areas 1 and 2 (see
Fig. 61) .also have seen a rather sharp increase since
the middle 1960's suggesting an increase in geost.roph-
ic transport in the current eist of Newfoundland (Fig.
68). It wuuld be premature to relate these two events
In an earlier paper (Reiter, 1918b) it was noted
that an excellent correlation exists between precipi-
tation in the so-called equatorial Pacific dry region
and the convergenc y between the North and South
Pacific tradP-wind systems as measurea by (-v N.H. `
vS.H. )12.	 These v-components had bet averaged over
tha trade-wind "boxes" 5 0 -190N and 1 0 -150 S and over
the full longitudinal width or the Pacific. Represen-
tative precipitation data had been obtained for the
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if the zona l. component ,
, (m/sec) of North and South Atlaotic trade-
'r• the regions 5°N-19°N, 890W-10°W (uN.H. ) and 1°S-15"S, 40°W-13°F
^a^ excluded.
	 Pw,itive anomalies indiCate stronger- than- normal east-
lines are monthly values, heavier lines repre,ent ]-month smoothed
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Fig. 01:	 Identification o f
	areas	 in the Atlantic
used for• S5I-anomaly computations.
1
Fig. 68. Difference in SST anomalies between Area 1 and Area 2 (see Fig. 61) in °C.
	 The
thin line represents monthly difference anomalies, the heavy line shows a 7-month
running-mean filter application.
Inds (Meisner, 1976).	 Result ,  of thi ,  compar-
iso , shown in Fiq. 69. We postulated at that time
the errstence o' a feedback mechanism between the
moisture convergence caused by the trade-wind con-
vergence, the release of latent heat in the rf•gion of
the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and the
strength of the Hadley cell (Fig. 70) (see al,u Ming
and Lau, 1979). A warming of the tropi-al tropo-
sphere, indeed, takes place during the major precipi-
tation surges (Newell and Weare, 1976a).
Julian and Chervin (1918), from experiments with
the NCAR General Circulation Model, showed that such
an intensification of the Hadley cell, indeed, might
take place with precipitation surges and might reveal
itself in an intensification of the subtropical jet
stream. Model experiments by Rowntree (1976) in the
Atlantic sector favor a similar conclusion.
Reiter (1978b) also indicated that surges in the
trade-wind convergence and precipitation over the
equatorial Pacific tend to culminate with an "E1 Nino"
event. Such events are characterized by the Appear-
ance of relatively warm water off the coast of Peru
where normally cold upwelling water is found. In Fig.
70 we have presumed that a slight reduction of evApor-
ation with the appearance of cold upwelling water in
equatorial regions might be the first trigger that
brings about the culmination of a surge in tr,.de-wind
convergence. A rapid decrease in the trade wind
intensity would then set in motion the processes which
have been modelled by McCreary (1976) and Hulburt et
al. (1976) and which give rise to El Nino events as
de , cribed by Wyrtki (1915) and Wyrtki et al. (1976).
Ramage (1971) criticizes the notion by Ichiye and
Petersen (1963) and 8jerknes (1966, 1969) that posi-
tive SST anumalies coincide with above-normal rain-
fall, using data from Canton Island. We should not be
surprised to fired, off an' on, poor matches on a
relatively short-term basis between these two para-
meters in a given locality because, after all, the
moisture contained in precipitation may have traveled
fiver great distances before it is removed from the
atmosphere within a precipitation system. Figure 71
shows the SS1 near Christmas Island, one of the Line
Islands (Seckel and Yong, 1977). 	 Curve 8 in this
diagram reveals the long-term variation, using the
harmonics n	 1 to 19.	 The major peaks in this curve
agree excellently with the positive precipitation
anomalies shown in Fig. 69. Model calculations by
Wells (1979) also suggest that over longer time
periods (80 days in the case of his calculations)
positive tropical SST anomalies are correlated with
enhanced precipitation.
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fiq. 69.	 Mean Pic ific trad e• -wind .--omponent anomalies (-vN H.
	 1 vS.H.)/2 in m/sec (heavy
lin(-), and precipitation index fo r line Islands (thin line).
	 ]his index is obtained
by assigning the value 100 to the largest positive monthly anomaly at thc •
 station,
and the value C to the largest negative anomaly.
	 The remainder of the anomalies are
distributed proportionally between 0 and 100.
	 This procedure give, equal weight to
dry and wet stations and to d ••y and wet seasons.
	
Seven-munth smoothing was applied
to both curves.
	 The heavy smooth lines represent a ;east-squares, third-order poly-
nomial tit.
fiq 70.
	
	
Schematic diagram of feedback mechanisms
involving oceanic and atmospheric anomalies
in the Pacific region.	 Positive feedbacks
are indicated by solid lines with arrows
between	 "boxes",	 negative feedbacks by
dotted lines and "N. F"
J. Middleton (work to be published) analyzed SST
uds at the San Diego pier and also in the region of
cold California current.	 Results of the latter
I yses, after, application of a low-pass filter with
ut- off frequency of C. 065/month, are shown in Fig.
For comparison, the Line Island precipitation
1 are also Shown in this diagram. Even though the
.h between the SST and precipitation curves is not
"ert, a Prtain trend resemblance cannot be denied.
precipitation peaks at the Line Islands are
^'.eded slightly by a peak in SST's in the entrance
region of the North Pacific trade winds, i.P, in a
region where most of the moisture ;,ptake occurs.
Detailed SST -,lnomaly ., alyses by Dorman and Saur
(1918; see also SdLW. 1918; Salo' Pt al., 1919) along
the shippinq route Honolulu- San frdnci,co give a
,^nii:jr • indication.	 Numerical mode ! . e xperiments by
Wells and Puri ( 1979 ) •,uggest th,+t increase'. of SST in
the southern hemisphere as far south aS 30-400 S can
enhance the eguaturward moister- transport. Albrecht
et al. (1979) find from their model calculations that
the water vapor mixinq ratio in the trade-wind sub-
cloud layer is positively correlated with, ,rod quite
Sells itiVP tuu, ,ST anoma!iPS and surface wind-speed
anomalies, t.hu •, corroborating the fredback mechanism•,
po^.t.o'ated in Fig. 70.
At this point of our investigation it would be
difficult to decide if the SST decrease past each peak
in liq. 12 is caused by increased heat loss to the
atmosphere, by intensified upwelling, of' by the oblit-
eration of an EI-Niiu,-type event.
	 We are presently
in the process of (aICrlating the evaporation rate in
the region of the California current from the somewhat
deficient data on hand, to see if trends in this rate,
which also depend on atmospheric moistcio and wind
speed trends, provide a better match to equatorial
precipitation fluctuations than sea-surface tempera-
tures alone.
We have pointed out in an earlier publication
(Reiter, 1979a) that surgPS in the Pacific trade-wind
cocvergencP and in Line Island precipitation are also
reflected in positive pressure anomalies over Jakarta.
lhese anomalies provide a convenient index to the
state of the "southern oscillation" (Walker, 1924;
Berlaqe, 1966).	 Figure 15 shows a time series of
surface pressure anomalies at. Jakarta. Since in the
Southern oscillation the South Pacific pressure anoma-
liPs are out of phase with those in the South Atlantic
and Indian Oceans (for which Jakarta is a representa-
tive indicator, ), it is not surprising that Covey and
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variation (n	 HO),	 residual variation (n	 21,	 19, 41-59, 61-19).
(I rom Seckel ar:^t, 1911. )
Ha,,tenrath (1` 1 78) find positive pres ••ure anomaIia ,, for
Marchi Apr i1 in the equatorial and subtropical Atlantic
during f  Nino years, negati„e rnumaI ii- during
counter-11 Nino years.
that the southern oscillation and it.s inherent
r circulation” depend on the release of latent
ind seem to be tied to sST.rnomaIie-, in iow
i tudes has bean demonstrated by ,ev, 'al author-,
Cornejo-Ga-r • ido and Stone, 1911; M(Willian, and
1918; Ming and lau, 11)19).
Ithe AtlanticQuasi-Biennial Oscillation
Io a previous publication (Reiter, 1979x) it was
)wn that the convergence between the North and South
Atlantic trade-wind systems, as measured by (-vN.H. +
v ` H, )/', undergoeS a ratner regular quasi-biennial
^p	 60	 A,	 oscillation (QBO) that seems to be correlated with the
stratospheric. QBO as evident from the Canton Island of-
q. 72.
	
littered time ,eries (cut-	 per ioo ca.	 Balboa winds.	 The v-components of the two trade-wind
15 months) of the t.r •ade w	 i convergence	 system,, vN H	 an.t vS H , were aver ged in these(-v N H. + v S.H. )/? in m/sec in the West	
computations Over the longitudinal width of the At-
Pacific (5°N-19°N, 1°5-15°S; west of 160°W),	 lantic between 5°N and 19°N, and between 1°S and 15'S,
the full Pacific (same latitude ban(k), and 	 respectively.	 these earlier' results are repeated in
the Last Pacific (same latitude bands, east 	 fig. 73 in terms of anomalies from long-term monthly
of 160°W); filte •ed series Of the Line Is-	 means, with a seven-month running-mean filter applied
land Precipitation Index expressed as rang-	 to the anomaly data of (-v N.H. + vS.H.)/?.
ing from -50 (dry) to +50 (wet), and of S`,T
anomalies (°C) at various grid points as	 Several add W o nal factors have emerged recently
indicated.	 Years are plotted along the 	 from our analysis work which help to shed some light
abscissa.	 (filter, design and computations	 on this yet unexplained QBO in the Atlantic trade-wind
by J. Middleton.,	 convergence.
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uq. 11. Monthly departure ,  of the convergence between the v-cnmponents (knots, heavy
solid line, heavy slanting numbers on left side of diagram) of surface trade-
winds in the At.lantic sector and stratospheric winds (knots) at Balboa, Canal
lone (50-mb level, thin dashed line, scale on left side of diagram; data from
Brier, 1918) and at Canton Island (30-mb level, thin so l id line, scale or right
,,ide of diagram; data from Fbdon, 1975). Positive values of stratospheric winds
indicate westerlies, negative values easterlies.
t "	hewn u'; Reiter (1979a) in a display
01	 time series, the contribution of
tuw.l rd, the observed Q130 in the trade-wind
rgence Over the Atlantic sector appears to be
hat more
	 ignificant than the contribution by
(Fiq. 74).	 In Fiq. 75 the non-nomalized spectra
H.' vN.H., 
and (-vN.H. + vS.H.)12 are shown, re-
their relative contribution s to a Q90 in the
'I ' A systems.
Figure 76 displays the non-normalized spectrum of
the trade-wind convergence over, the Pacific. 1tip
Pacific spectrum does riot have a significant peak at
frequencies characteristic of a QBO.	 Neither dothe
spectra for trade-wind conver •gen%es when computed
separately for Fa,t and West Pacific (fig. 17). These
computational results prompted us to the speculation
that the Atlantic trade-wind convergence, perhaps
through a yet to be specified ocean-atmosphere feed-
back mechanism, has a characteristic eigenfrequency
correspondinq to a period of approximately 2h months,
rhereas the Pacific -- most likely due to its differ-
it size and time scalos of its current systems --
does riot share this frequency domain in a significant
way. One is tempted to conclude that the stratospher-
ic QBO, evident from the reversal of equatorial winds,
is mainly tied to tropospheric flow behavior over, the
Atlantic sector, but riot over the Pacific.
I  te;t this hypothesis J. Middleton, in yet
unpublished work, subjected but`i, the Balboa strato-
spher i c wind data and the Atlantic trade-wind con-
vergence data, to a low-pass 'ilter with a cut-off
frequency at 0.065 months -I (correspondinq to a period
of 15 months).
The two filtered time series are shown in Fiq.
78. There is an indicat ion from this diagram that the
QBO in the Atlantic trade-wind :onvergence and the
stratospheric QBO might be correlated, especially
prior to 1964. After that year drastic phase changes
occurred mainly in the stratospheric QBO.
To investigate the possible connection between
the tropospheric and the stratospheric QBO more close-
ly we examined their , seasonal behavior. Taking the
low-pass filtered time series of (-v N.H. ` vS.H.)/2
for the Atlantic trade-wind regions (Table 4), one can
detine the monthly mean amplitude of t he Q r30 as fol-
lows: For each month the interannual differences of
these values are assigned pos i tive values if they
foI1 ,)w a "see- saw" pattern (e. q. Ja')Luar'y 1953 has a
relatively low value, January 1954 a higher ,
 one,
January 1955 a lower • one again, etc.). A negative
value is given to such differences if they fall out of
step with a quasi-biennial oscillation.	 A phase shift
of the QBO by one year was assumed hc.ween 1966 and
1970, depending on the season. 	 The pattern of these
interannual differences is shown in Fig. 79. 	 The
mean 
I month Iy interannual differences thus defined are
taken to represent the mean amplitude of the QBO in
the trade-wind convergence. Results are presented in
Fiq. 80, which also contains the monthly standard
deviations of these difference values.
From this diagram it becomes obvious that the QBO
in the trade-wine] convergence is strongest and most
consistent between March and Jul y . It is weakest
between October and January when the oscillation
f requently falls out of step.
The foregoing analyses can be compared with the
results of a recent study by Brier (1918). Accor•dirg
to his Fig. 4, reproduced here as Fig. 81 most of the
transitions from easterlies to westerlies at the 50-mb
level over Balboa occur between April and July.
Reverse transitions, from westerlies to easterlies,
reveal a preference for the period January- August.
rigure 82, taken from Brier (1978), shows the QBO of
the seasonally-averaged Balboa winds at 50 mb. Ac-
cording to this diagram a three-year persistence of
summer- (N-season) westerlies occurred between 1957 and
1959.	 Figure 79 indicates that the QBO of the At-
lantic trade winds during summer and autumn fell out
of step thrice in a row between 1956 and 1958. A
phase shift of the stratospheric QBO in the N-season
occurred in 1962 (Fig. 82); in the autumn trade-wind
QBO a shift was observed in 1961.
	 The N-season
stratospheric QBO decisively fell out of step in 1967
(Fig. 82). We note from Fig. 79 that the trade-wind
QBO changed phase during summer and fall of 1966.
This phase shift continued into spring and summer of
1967.
Focussing our attention to the S-season in Fig.
82 we find that the phase-shift in the winter of
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fig. 14. Monthly anomalies of meridionai component of Atlantic trade-winds (m/sec) averaged over • the
regions 5°N-19°N, 89°W-10°W (vN H ) and 1°5-15°S, 40°W-13°1 (v S H ), land areas excluded.
The lower set of curves gives the anomalies of convergence (positive values) and divergence
(negative values), computed as (-v N.H. * vS.H.)/z•
	
Thin lines represent monthly departure
values, heavy lines indicate 1-month smoothing.
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iq. 75. 5-point smoothed power spectra (non-normalized) of monthly anomalies of the Atlantic trade-
wind v-components averaged over the regions 5°N-19 0N, 890W-10OW (N.H.) and 1°5-15 0 S, 40°W-
130 E (S.H.), land areas excluded. The third diagram shows thF •:loctrum of the convergence
between the northern and southern hemisphere trade-wind compone ­ ^. The spectra have been
obtained by Fast Fourier Transformation after cosine-tapering 	 ten percent of the data
points at each end of the time series. 	 The smooth curves represent the "red-noise" null
hypothesis (center curve) and the 90 and 95 percent confidence limits on either side. The
resolution bandwidth for five-point smoothing is given graphically by the length of a heavy
dash in each diagram.
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Fig. 76. 5-point smoothed power spectrum (non-normal-
i7-d) of monthly anomalies of the Pacific
trade-wind convergence, (-vN.H. + VS. 
Il )12,
computed from monthly wind values for the
latitude bands 5°N-19°N and 1°S-15°S, aver-
aged over the full longitudinal width of the
Pacific, land masses excluded. The spec-
trum has been obtained by f ast Fourier
Transformation after cusine-t.aperinq of ten
percent of the data points at each end of
the time series. The smooth curves repre-
sent the "red-noise" null hypothesis (center
-urve) and the 90 and 95 percent confidence
limits on either side.
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fig. 17. Similar to Fig. !6, except for separate
spvctr•aI presentations of the trade-wind
convergerce in the West Pacific (we',t of
II,O' W; 	 clashed	 spectrum	 and	 cunt i den( e
limits curv(­,) and in the Last Pacific
(east of 160°W; full spPCtrum ,Ind confidPncP
limits curves).
F.,., I
fig. 18.	 Filtered time SeriPS (cutoff period ca. 15 months) of Balboa winds at 50 mh (in knots,
hPavy line) and the convergence between the two Atlantic trade-wind system,. (m;,ec,
thin line).	 Numerical values indicate the time intervals, in months, between extrc-me'. of
the QBO in the Balboa winds. 	 (Filter computations by .l. Middleton.)
Interanrxwl Dlfferemes, m sec
Atlantic, Cv,,i vyn )i2, Filter Cutoff 0091 months= 1
53	 ,
77-7	 > ,
63 64
65 66'
68 69^
p	 . J
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D
Il. 19.	 Interannuai differences of filtered Atlantic
trade-wind convergence data (iso-lines for
each 0.1 m/sec). Thin lines indicate in-
phase, heavy lines out-of-phase behavior
of QBO. Data from Table 4.
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TABLE 4.	 Atlantic	 trade wind convergence (-v
+	 VS.H.)/2, departures from monthly means,
using a	 lnw-pass filter	 with
N.H.
cutoff	 frequency at 0.09100 months -1 The	 horizontal
lines indicate phase shifts of	 the QCO, allowed for in	 Fig. 79 (After J.	 Middleton,
unpublished work).
Year Jan. Feb. Mar April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct Nov. Dec.
1953 0 06 -0.01 -0 07 -0	 12 -0.15 -0.15 -0	 12 -0 06 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.17
1954 U.19 0.19 0	 17 0	 15 0 13 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.10 0.19
1955 0 16 0 10 0.04 -0 01 -0 US -0.06 -0 03 0.03 U.11 0.20 u.28 0.34
1956 0 35 0.34 0.19 0.21 0.14 0,01 0.01 -0.03 -0 06 -0.07 -0.08 -0 08
1951
-0.09 -0 08 -0.07 -0 04 0.00 0.05 0	 10 0.15 0.17 0.18 0	 18 0 is
1958 0	 13 U	 10 0.08 0.06 0 06 0.06 0 06 0.05 0 03 -0 00 -0,05 -0.10
1959 -0.15 -0.10 -0.16 -0	 31 -0.35 -0	 39 -0 42 -0 44 -0.44 -0.41 -0.37 -0.31
1960 -0.22 -0 12 -0 01 0.07 0.15 0.18 0 18 0.14 O 05 -0.06 -0.19 -0.31
1961 -0 39 -0 43 -0.42 -0	 35 -0 24 -0.12 0 00 O	 Ili 0 15 0.11 0.15 0.11
1961 U.07 0.04 0.03 0.06 0	 11 U 18 0.24 0.29 0.30 0.18 0.23 0.15
1963 0.07 -0.01 -0.07 -0.11 -0	 12 -0. 10 -0.08 -0.04 -0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12
1964 0.17 0 21 0.11 0.30 0.31 0.29 0 16 0.21 U.14 0.08 0.03 -0.01
1965 -0 04 -0.06 -0 08 -0.10 -0,12 -0	 15 -0	 18 -0.19 -0 18 -0	 15 -0.10 -0 04
1966 0 02 0 06 0.09 0.08 0.05 0 00 -0.04 -0.09 -0	 11 -0	 10 -0.01 -0.03
1967 0.01 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.09 0 06 003	 b 01- b OT-^1Jd-r1 07
1968 0.15 0.19 0.11 0 20 0	 17 0.10 0.02 -0.07 -0	 14 -0.19 -0.22 -0.20
1969 -0	 16 -0 09 01_-0 0 08 a17 0221 0.16 0.11 0.75 0 11 0.14 0.06
1970
-0	 14 -0,39 -U 40 -0 39 -0.14 -0.26 -0. IS -0.03
1911 O.U9 0.19 0.15 0 19 0 18 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.08 U 04 0.03 0.04
OBO.(-v^,,,+ vS „) /2. Atlantic Trades
m/sec	 Filter Cutoff 0.091 months-1
.3
A mFlltude
D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F
Fig. 80. Mean amplitude of the QBO of the Atlantic
trade-wind convergence, m/sec (solid line)
and standard deviation (dashed), obtained
from the filtered data of Table 4.
Fig. 81. Months of transition from positive to nega-
tive anomalies in the 50-mb Balboa winds.
Directions of change and frequencies of that
transition are represented by the arrow
heads.	 (From Brier, 1978.)
1967/68 followed a prolonged phase-shift in the trade-
wind QBO lasting from July 1966 through June 1967
(Fig. 79). A similar phase shift in the S-season
stratospheric QBO was noted by Brier (1978) in the
winter of 1964/65 (Fig. 82). 	 The Atlantic trade-wind
QBO in Fig. 79 indicates a phase anomaly in November
and December of 1964. After the general phase shifts
in stratospheric QBO of the N- and S-seasons during
1957/68 there occured a phase shift in the trade-wind
QBO early in 1970.	 This shift did not seem to be
reflected in the stratosphere.
The foregoing discussion leads us to the con-
clusion that phase anomalies in the QBO of the At-
lantic trade-wind convergence occurring in summer and
fall presage phase shifts in the stratospheric QBO.
Brier (1978) suspected that the stratospheric QBO is
forced by, perhaps seasonably dependent, feedback
processes from outside the stratosphere.
	 Our data
seem to provide the answer to Brier's quest: The
forcing of the stratospheric QBO seems to originate in
the trade-wind regimes of the Atlantic longitude
sectors and, more specifically, in the convergence
between these regimes which affects the rising branch
of the Hadley cell.
A QBO is barely indicated in the u-component of
the North Atlantic trade winds (Fig. 83), but is
"swamped" by lower frequencies in the smoothed
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Fig. 82. Seasonal averages of mean monthly zonal wind anomalies at 50 mb, Balboa, Canal Zone,
1950-76. The season November-April is designated as S, the season May-Octooer as N.
The lag-one correlation for the S-season values is r _ -0.76, that for the N-season
values is r = -0.78. 	 If these correlations were the results of a feedback mechanism
with four links in the chain, the individual links must have correlations near
0.76 1/4 = 0.93.	 (From Brier, 1978.)
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Fig. 83.
	 5-point smoothed power spectra (non-normalized) of the Atlantic trade-wind u-components,
(a) northern hemisphere; (b) southern hemisphere; (c) average of northern and southern
	
hemisphere.
	 For' further details see legend of Fig. 75.
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Fig. 83 (Continued)
spectra.	 Neither 
uS . H .
 nor (uN.H.
 + uS.H.
 )12 reveal
a QBO in their spectra (Fig. 83).	 One should expect
this result, because 
vN . H .
 and 
uN . H .
 
are moderately.
well correlated, better in the Pacific than in the
Atlantic (Fig. 84a,b). For some yet unexplained
reason this correlation is better expressed for the
trade-wind components in the northern hemisphere than
for those in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 84c,d).
Furthermore, we find a significant negative correla-
tion in the Pacific between 
vS . H . and vN . H .
 with 
vN.H.
leading by approximately one month (Fig. 84f).
	 This
means that. surges in the equatorward v-component in
one hemisphere tend to induce a similar, surge in the
other, hemisphere.	 In the Atlantic such interaction
between the two trade-wind systems does not appear to
be indicated (Fig. 84e).	 On the other hand, a cor-
relation with a lag of about 12 months appears in the
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trad--wind u-components of the Atlantic, especially in
the /-month smoothed data, with uS . H . leading uN.H.
(Fig. 84q). No such correlation is indicated over the
Pacific (Fig. 84h).	 The u-component behavior shown in
Flq. 844 is in agreement with the quasi-biennial
modulation of the trade winds de,cr• ibed earlier,
Signif ; cant posl • ive correlations are encountered at
lags from 0 to -lc months.
In reviewing the 'ow-pass filtered wind data from
50-mb level over• Ba'hoa (Fig. 18) we notice that
periods between peaks , f westerlies and easterlies
,re riot varyinq at random b,t appear to be at a mini-
mum of 23 to 24 months in the late 1950'5, at a maxi-
ium of 35 months in the late 1960's, followed by a
rapid decrease to 24 months in the earl y 1970's.	 We
think that it is more than just a curious coincidence
'hat the variability in the QPJ periodicity matches,
«ith a negative correlation, he long-term trends in
the u-components of the Atlantic trade-wind , systems
(Fig. 85).
	
r
If, indeed, a fee%oa^k mechanism wit!, the ocean
4ere responsible for the variability in trade-wind
convergence, as po , .ulated in Fig. 70, the difference
n characteristic times involved in such fee;:backs
,ver the Pacific and Atlantic areas might proOde an
explanation for the observational fact that the At-
I i ,, tic trade-wind convergence s-bows a 080 and the
fic trade convergence does nut (Fig. 76).
	 'it
c  for possible feedback mechanisms that have
characteristic times of a year- or longer we should
, ecall our earlier discussion concerning trends in the
• uroshio current velocities and their possible rela-
to trends in the North Pacific trade-wind veloc-
From a crude evaluation of oceanogeaphic
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charts Reiter (19/8c) estimated that the half-period
for the North Pacific subtropical qyre rotation (i.e.
the time required for a water mass to travel from the
equatorial Central Pacific through the Kuroshio into
the Central North Pacific) is of the order of 20
month, (Fig. 86). Reiter's evaluation involves only
the fast-traveling "half" of the subtropical Pacific
gyre.
	
for the whole gyre Favorite and McLain (1973)
arrived at a period of 5 to 6 years, which is within
the range of values indicated by Fig. 86. SST fluctu-
ations in the region 40-4V N and 110-115°E, indeed,
reveal a quasi -periodicity of 5 to 6 year's (Fig. 56).
A similar evaluation for the North Atlantic yields a
half period of the subtropical qyre of the order of
.me year ( Fig. 8').
If the Pacific and Atlantic Hadley cells, indeed,
modulated by an extratropical feedback mechanism
postulated in fig. 65, involving trade-wind vari-
ity, water mass transport through the western
dary current systems, idv pctive effects on SST
°alies in mid-latitude , , their , influence on atmo-
r • ic temperatures and meridional temperature gradi-
we might expect a response of the Atlantic
t , cic -wind systems to interact strongly with the
annual cycle, resulting in a QBO, whereas the Pacific
trades would be more inclined towards a quasi-period-
icity near 40 months, i.e. 3 to 4 years, or longer.
Direct evidence for such a Spec trII peak in the
Pacific. trade-wind convergence (Figs. 76 and 77) is
weak, perhaps because of the relative shortness of the
record. The Line-Island precipitation, for, which a
record of 66 year-, has been compiled by Meisner (1976)
shows such a ,pectr •al peak very prominently, approach-
inq the 95 percent confidence level (Fig. 88).
The current velocity estimates shown in Figs. 86
and 87, admittedly, are very crude. 	 They do riot take
Pacific
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Fig. 84. Lag corr,^Iations between monthly anomalies of the zonal and meridiona. components of sur-
face winds averaged over the Atlantic and Dacific trade-wind regions (5 0 14-19 0 14, 89 0W-
10°W; 1°S-15°S, 40°W-13 0 E; 5 0N-190N, 1250 E-95°W; 1°S-15 0 S. 1250 E-75°W).	 West winds and
south winds are considered as positive.
	
Correlation coef f icients are labelled along the
ordinates, time lags along the abscissas of each diagram. Dots indicate correlations
obtained from individual monthly anomaly values, the solid curves give correlations be-
tween seven-month smoothed data sets.
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Fig. 85. The hodoqraph gives the period (in months, labelled on left side of diagram) of the QBO of
the 50-mb winds at Balboa, smoothed by low-pass filter as indicated in Fig. 18. The two
dashed lines are the North and Scuth Atlantic zonal wind component anomalies (see Fig.
66), approximated by a third-order polynomial, plotted with respect to arbitrary zero-
reference lines. Stronger- than- normaI easterlies are expressed as positive departures.
The distance between two ordinate scale l i nes corresponds to 0.8 knots.
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If a QBO of an average cycle length of 26 months
ran be assumed for the Atlantic trade-wind conver-
ice, we should hope to find the imprint of such a
le in the influence region of these wind system,.
,ndeed, wP find a 13- and 26-year cycle in the r • ain-
tall at Fortaleza, Ceaea, northeabtern Brazil
(Markham, 1974; Strang, 1919; Givar •di and Teixeira,
1915). That station and other; in the dry region of
northeastern Brazil are characterized by a very sharp-
ly detitied rainy season which peaks in March-April
(Fiq. P9), (Strang, 1972). The 13-year cycle can be
interr ?leted As the "beating" frequency of ttie QBO
against the •annual cycle, and the 26-year cycle, of
course, would be the first harmonic of that beat inq
trequency (Figs. 90-92).
The question remains whet he! , teedback mechanisms
with the ocean, as illustrated in Fig. 70, implying
low-latitude SST variability ,i ,, a triggering mech,nism
for the variability of latent-heat release in the iTC1
and of Hadlev-celI intens i ty, could also be involved
in the At l antic QBO. Such a pu;sibility is implied in
results obtained b y Markham and McLain (1 1 77) who
found a positive correlation between SST Anomalies in
tain regions of the equatorial Atlantic and rain-
1 in Cera, northeastern Brazil (Fig. 93).
	
figure
shows the location or	 everal oceanic areas for
ch SST-anomal •, behavior was investigated.	 Fiqure
illustrates the time series r,: SS, .anomalies for
	
.eral of these areas. 	 Indeed, we find a QBO preva-
t in regions off the coast of Senegal, as well a;
the Gulf of Guinea, where cold upwPllinq water from
coastal regions becomes entrained into the North- and
South-Equatorial	 currents.	 It	 appears that	 this
'ling in the Gulf of Guinea is not as much forced
local longshore component of the wind as the FI
Houghton, 1976), but by coatital «ind `:;rcinq
i hundred kilometers to the east of the up-
-egiOil
	 (Bakun,	 1978;	 Clarke,	 1919).	 The
rf internal gravity wave disturbances seems
	
a major role
	 in this coastal	 ipweIIinq
,nd Adamec, 1978: Adamec and O'Brien, 1918).
;nrrelations between (-vN.H. * ' .H.)12 and
.lies	 in various equatorial ireas of the
10 not tell a ^ry convincing story because
'her low sorrel,' on coefficients.
	
Especial-
-.1 ','• ,v.,rme,t •,:• ^'n• tends to appear almo <t
trade-wind convergence
f eedback mechanism as
re »eu io i iq.	 rmalies, indeed, were
igned the role, mechanism” as po - tu-
	
ted in that diagr,	 ne time lay effect on the
idley cell behavior »,. ,r he rather short.
iamb (1978) also finds positive SST anomalies in
the Gulf of Guinea associated with ;tronger-than-
nor•mai Atlantic trade winds, ds measured by their
resultant-wind fields. Such occurrences, when en-
countered during July-September, tend to pu'I the
equatorial trough anti the North Atlantic subtropical
high farther •outh than normal, Ieadirig to drought
conditions in the Sub „ aharan region.
As a final note, a rather pronounced QBO is
evident in the SST .anomalies of Area I in the .,ulf
Stream (Fig. 96). the correlation of this QBO with
the one observed in (-vN.H. * v S.H. ) '
,
 as we11 as in
U
N. H. of the Atlantic trade winds is poor (Fiq. 97).
A negative correlation with the trade-w;nd convergence
is indicated, however. A more detailed investigation
will have to be carried out of the extent of the QBO
in the aforementioned Gulf Stream region and its
possible connection with events in other- parts of the
Atlantic subtropical gyre.
A spectrum analysis of :ST anomalies in Area I
show,, A peak at approximately 14 months which is more
prominent than that of the QBO (Fiq. 98). The SST
difference between Areas 1 and 2 reveals a similar
spectral peak (Fiq. 99). One might he tempted to
ascribe this peak to the Chandlof , tide (see e.g.
Bryson and Starr, 1911, 1918; Wilson, 1918: Start , and
Bry-on, 1978).
	
On the other hand, one -light voice the
Fig. 89.
	 Seasonal	 variation	 of	 precipitation
	 at
Brazilian stations representing
	 'Type 3"
rainy seasons, i.e. precipitation peaking
in March.
	 (From Strang, 1972.)
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Fig. 90.	 Annual precipitation at Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil f rom 1849 to 1977 (solid line).
13-year cycle (dashed-dotted) and a 26-year cycle (dashed) are superimposed
:eixeira, 1978.)
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Fiq. 91.
	 Spectrum of annual precipitation at Fortaleza, Ceara, as a function of frequency, expressed as
cycles per 129 years.
	 Equivalent periods in years are also indicated along abscissa.
	
(From
Girardi and Teizeira, 1978.)
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Fig. 92.	 Precipitation at Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil, in mm.
	 Upper diagram:	 Superposition of 25.6- and 12.8-
year cycles.	 Lower diagram:	 Superposition of 64.0-, 25.6-, 18.3-, 12.8-, 9.14- and 4.9-year cycles
(heavy line) and ;-year moving averages of observed precipitation (thin line). Years are marked along
the abscissa.	 (From Girardi and Teixeira, 1978.)
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y.	 Correlation between 55' ,rnu Janu.iry-February-Mar 	 rainfall indices in Ceara. 	 An area of high
coefficient of correlation appears off the African coast in November, becomes strong in December,
 westward with the South Equatorial Current dur;tiq January, February and March, and dis-
appears in April.	 (From Markham and Mclain, 1971.)
un that the 14-month spectral peak shown in
r two diagrams is the effect of two quasi-biennial
usLi11ations interactinq with each other, as is sug-
gested by the horizontal lines w i th arrows, labelled
in terms of murths, in Fig. 96. It still remains to
be investigated if the interaction of a QBO with the
annual cycle of SSI would produce fluctuations similar
to those shown in Fig. 96. 	 It also appears worth
mentioning that the increase of QBO periods towards
1910 and the sub5 oquent rapid decrease towards a
minimum period in 1974 agrees well with the trends of
the 10nal component of the North Atlantic trade winds,
"N. H.• shown in Fiq, 85.	 This lends some support to
out, notion that the QBO in the SST anomalies of Area 1
are tied to the trade-wind QBO, in spite of the weak
correlations rev-aled by Fig. 91.
4.	 CCNCLUSIM
The foregoing discussion has pointed out the
possible existence of several powerful feedback mecha-
nisms between ocean and atmusphere that could have a
significant effect on int.erannual and long-term atmos-
pheric variability. Some of these mechanisms involve
the hydrological cycle through fluctuations in hemi-
spheric or regional evaporation and precipitation
rates.	 Unfortunately, these fluctuations are diffi -
cult to estimate from our data base, and the reli
-
ability of our preliminary estimates is questionable.
Since ocean surface temperatures over wide areas,
especially in extratropical regions, reveal relatively
large long-term trends, special attention should be
devoted to the effects of SST anomalies on the ocean-
atmosphere energy exchange in the form of latent and
sensible heat transfer through the interface. We are
presently planning a detai l ed assessment of such
energy transfers, and of the imprint that such trans-
fers leave in the form of changes of atmospheric
structure and heat content.
With the large observed and deduced changes in
ocean surface temperatures and gyre circulations one
might expect that gas exchange with the atmosphere,
notably the exchange of CO 2 might be modulated by
oceanic trends. Newell and Weare (1916b) and Bacastow
(1977) pointed out such possibilities. A detailed
assessment should be made for ocear. areas in all
latitudes.
There is a distinct possibility that the strato-
spheric QBO is forced by tropospheric variability in
the Atlantic sector. Some of the observational evi-
dence to this effect, presented in this report, will
have to be compared with theoretical approaches,
notably those by Lindzen and Holton (1968). ,everal
of the assumptions underlying these approaches, most
likely, can now be refined in the light of new evi-
dence.
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Fig. 95. Lag correlations between sea-surface temper-
ature anomalies in Area 13 of the equatorial
Atlantic (see Fig. 67) and (-vN.H.*vS.H. V?
of the Atlantic trade winds. 	 Dots stand
for correlations computed from unsmoothed
monthly data.
	
The line indicates correla-
tions obtained from /-month smoothed data
sets. Cortelation coefficients are given
along the ordinate, time lags (in months)
along the abscissa.
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Fig. 96.	 SST anomalies (°C) in Area 1 (see Fig. b/). 	 Horizontal scale indicates years.	 Horizontal marks
with numbers indicate certain quasi-periodicities in months.
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Fig. 98. Normalized, 3-point smoothed spectra of
SST anomalies in Areas 1 (heavy line) and
2 (thin line) of the Atlantic (,ee Fig.
67).	 Periods in months are indicated along
the top of the diagram.
0
Fig. 99.	 Normalized, 3-po ,* rrt smoothed spectrum of
the SST' anomaly difference between Atlantic
Areas 1 and 2 (see Fig. 67). Periods in
months are indicated along the top of the
diagram.
The interaction of trade-wind convergence, latent
heat release in the ITCZ, and the intensity of the
Hadley cell and of the subtropical jet stream will
have to be checked more carefuliy and in a more quan-
titative manner than has be an possible in this pre-
liminary investigation.
There is evidence that individual wave distur-
bances in the ITCZ region operate along the feedback
mechanisms involving trade-wind convergence and re-
lease of latent heat. Thompson et al. (1979) show a
correlation between the meridional component of the
trade winds in the GATE B-scale network, vertical
velocities, and precipitation (Fig. 100). from a
detailed budget analysis it became apparent that the
vertical eddy fluxes in such wave disturbances supply
energy to the large-scale flow, as postulated in our
hypothesis. We, therefore, should attempt to explain
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it	 var y it.	 ity	 v	 :;tensity ol	 t!u
.ith the variabi
	
of either the fre-
i,urn^^,	 ^^^ intensity of three tropical wave dis-
tur'oance ,
	a combination of both.
In t'
	 ontext it might be of interest to note
that Riet	 +77) observed 20e of convective precipi-
tation ec' ,e5 penetrating the 200-mb level in the
of 1969 during a meteorological experiment in
a.	 In 1971 the percentage was 35.
	
Riehl
"ie difference to adjustments in the maximum
nna tilt.
	 We note from Fiq. 73, however,
trade-wind convergence was at a minimum
durinq the summer of 1969 and much higher in 191.'.
Therefore it is possible that intensity changes, of
convective systems had taken place between the two
periods during which the Venezuela experiment had been
running.
We should expect that the mean position of the
ITC1 is also influenced by the energy releases oc-
LUrring within its domain.	 Indications for such a
possibility were given by Kraus (1977b).
	
Fig, 100
The interactions of a QB0 in the Atlantic trade
winds, and ut - somewhat longer but less pronounced
periodicity in the Pacific tr,i0r , s	 with the annual
cycle provide intriguing possibilities of irinn-oi,tiod
"beating" frequencies appearing in some gtrpnysical
records. This area of investigation deserves more
attention, but with carefully targeted and cautious
api,roaches.
Variations at the center of the GATE 13-
scale network of the meridional wind com-
ponent v(m/sec), the vertical velocity -w
at 700 mb (10-3 mb/sec), and precipitation
rate P 0 (mm/day), during a period in August-
September 1974 (Phase Ili of GATF).	 (From
Thumpson et al., 1979.)
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